• **What is a persistent URL?**
  A persistent URL (PURL) is a durable link that connects users directly to an article, eBook, or other item in our Library.

• **Why should I be using them?**
  PURLs can be useful when creating syllabi, bibliographies, and other research tools. PURLs also help us remain in compliance with copyright rules when linking to Library resources.

• **How do I capture persistent URLs?**
  Each Library database has a different process for capturing PURLs. This guide addresses the unique process for each database.

• **What are some best practices if using PURLs?**
  Links are usually persistent but NOT necessarily permanent. PURLs may become obsolete over time, especially as our Library database subscriptions change year to year. Make sure to test links on a routine basis.
  
  Copyright rules are no exception for PURLs. Make sure to cite the source when linking or downloading Library resources.
  
  Not all database vendors offer PURLs. This guide covers all databases which do offer PURLs.

• **The persistent URL is producing an error or I don’t know how to capture it.**
  If a PURL is producing an error or you are unsure how to capture it, please contact the Library at library@ncu.edu or 888-628-1569.
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Trends in Academic Achievement Gaps in the Era of No Child Left Behind

Reardon, Sean F.; Greenberg, Erica; Kalogrides, Demetra; Shores, Kenneth A.; Valentino, Rachel A.
Society for Research on Educational Effectiveness

The authors' goals in this study are to use both the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) and state accountability test score data to (1) provide a detailed description of the magnitude and trends of state-level academic achievement gaps among cohorts of students entering school in the 1990s and 2000s; (2) investigate the extent to which patterns and trends in gaps vary among states; and (3) provide preliminary evidence regarding the impact of NCLB (No Child Left Behind) on achievement gaps. The authors use Main NAEP test score data for 4th and 8th-graders in 1990-2009. They also use state-level categorical proficiency count data for students in grades 3-8 in 2001-2010, collected with the help of state department of education officials, as well as the Office of Education Evaluation, and Policy Development at the U.S. Department of Education. The authors are primarily interested in white-black and white-Hispanic gaps, though they also report female-male achievement gaps. Their findings indicate that, first, black-white and Hispanic-white achievement gaps have narrowed in the past 15-20 years or more. Male-female gaps appear largely unchanged over the same time period. Second, there is significant variation across states in both the magnitude and trend achievement gains. Finally, these findings do not suggest a strong effect of NCLB on achievement gaps (in tables and 3 figures.)
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Schizophrenia is one of the most debilitating mental illnesses, characterized by a range of symptoms that affect the way a person thinks, feels, and behaves. Research has shown that yoga therapy, as a complementary therapy, can help improve the quality of life of individuals suffering from schizophrenia. This article reviews the existing literature on yoga therapy for schizophrenia, with a focus on the mechanisms of action underlying the therapeutic effects. The findings suggest that yoga therapy can help reduce symptoms of schizophrenia, such as delusions, hallucinations, and negative symptoms. Furthermore, yoga therapy has been found to improve quality of life, as measured by various psychological and social indicators. The review also highlights the need for further research to establish the efficacy of yoga therapy as a treatment option for schizophrenia.
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Evolving relationships between the federal and state governments concerning homeland security policy and lack of state homeland security coordination.
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Genomic hallmarks of localized, non-indolent prostate cancer.
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Abstract

Prostate tumours are highly variable in their response to therapies, but clinically available prognostic factors can explain only a fraction of this heterogeneity. Here we analysed 200 whole-genome sequences and 277 additional whole-exome sequences from localized, non-indolent prostate tumours with similar clinical risk profiles, and carried out RNA and methylation analyses in a subset. These tumours had a paucity of clinically actionable single nucleotide variants, unlike those seen in metastatic disease. Rather, a significant proportion of tumours harboured recurrent non-coding aberrations, large-scale genomic rearrangements, and alterations in which an inversion repressed transcription within its boundaries. Local hypermutation events were frequent, and correlated with specific genomic profiles. Numerous molecular aberrations were prognostic for disease recurrence, including several DNA methylation events, and a signature comprised of these aberrations outperformed well-described prognostic biomarkers. We suggest that intensified treatment of genomically aggressive localized prostate cancer may improve cure rates.
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Work organization and mental health problems in PhD students
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Highlights

- One in two PhD students experiences psychological distress; one in three is at risk of a common psychiatric disorder.
- The prevalence of mental health problems is higher in PhD students than in the highly educated general population, highly educated employees and higher education students.
- Work and organizational context are significant predictors of PhD students' mental health.
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Abstract

People continue relationships with their dead in a variety of ways. Since the 1990s, the idea of 'continuing bonds' has provided a framework for exploring and understanding post-mortem relationships. However, the dynamics of the bonds between the living and the dead have received little attention. By looking at the intersection of things, practices and spaces, this paper demonstrates that expressions of continuing bonds
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